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Preamble

The optional *Prologue chapter outlines why this book has been written and
gives a broad overview of relativity as treated in its eight main parts.
Readers who have already ‘acquired’ some knowledge of the subject may
be surprised to learn that some of its exposition as presented in books and
papers—both popular and academic—is not only in several ways cumbersome, but often quite misleading. On the other hand, novices not wishing
to become unnecessarily entangled in such historical mixups, or those impatient to ‘get on with it’, might prefer to go directly to the Part I—T F O R T W O
initial chapter An elegant spacetime underlay, which ‘starts at the beginning’.
.
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*Prologue
L E S S W H O S A I D W H AT , M O R E W H AT T H E R E I S T O S AY.
“Euphoric in our ivory towers,
How blissful we, the ancients’ heirs;
The intellect rests oft abroad,
Yet ever there—the solemn word. . .
Who dares to verse his gruesome yarns,
Our grimmest retribution earns.
And should he rudely truthful be,
We’ll damn him for Eternity.”

“Froh in hoher Halle wohnen,
Glücklich wir, die Epigonen.
Bleibt der Geist auch meistens fort,
Fehlt doch nie das grosse Wort. . .
Wer da Greuelmärchen dichtet,
Grimmig wird von uns gerichtet.
Wenn er gar die Wahrheit spricht,
Dann verzeihen wir’s ihm nicht.”

Documents of a Life’s Pathway
(Extracts translated by present author.)

Dokumente eines Lebenswegs
Albert Einstein

1 To mark his 1933 exit from the tragically usurped Prussian Academy of Sciences,

A L B E RT E I N S T E I N poetically satirised reactionary opposition to the revolution in physics in which H E N R I P O I N C A R É and he had played primary rôles.
The main conclusions of their new spacetime theory, whose nongravitational
basis is known as F L AT S PA C E T I M E or S P E C I A L R E L AT I V I T Y , have nevertheless now been consolidated by a century of observation and experiment.
The discerning mathematician Poincaré and the outstandingly intuitive physicist Einstein, who appeared together at the 1911 Solvay Conference in Belgium,
had a better inkling than most of challenges and misunderstandings afflicting
relativity theory. Most unfortunately, although highly appreciative of each
other’s contributions to physics, the two were hardly on speaking terms.
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Figure 1: Albert Einstein with
fellow satirist Charlie Chaplin
1

Albert Einstein. Dokumente eines
Lebenswegs/Documents of a life’s
pathway. WILEY-VCH, 2005
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Figure 2: 1st Solvay Conference.
Hotel Metropole Brussels 1911.
Albert Einstein behind Henri
Poincaré and Marie Curie, Hendrik
Lorentz seated 4th left, Arnold
Sommerfeld standing 4th left.
2

A A Logunov. Henri Poincaré
and Relativity Theory, 2005.
URL http://arxiv.org/pdf/
physics/0408077.pdf

3

Louis Essen. The Special Theory
of Relativity: A Critical analysis.
Clarendon Press Oxford, 1971
4

Essen recklessly referred to
a ‘thought experiment’ as ‘a
contradiction in terms’.
5
Georg Galeczki and Peter
Marquardt. Requiem für die
Spezielle Relativität. Haag and
Herchen Frankfurt, 1997
6

The present author however does
not concur many of that book’s
contentions.
7
Ambrose Bierce. The Devil’s
Dictionary. Neale, New York, 1911
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At the time perplexed by initial lack of recognition of several ground-breaking
papers and also under considerable personal stress, Einstein in his 1905 paper had omitted—most untypically—to refer to important insights earlier expounded by his French colleague.2 He later often expressed profound admiration of Poincaré who however tragically had succumbed to illness in 1912.
Ironically, had the two pioneers been in proper communication, modern
day comprehension of relativity theory might not still be partly compromised
by the confusions alluded to in this book’s preface. Groundless dismissals
of special relativity such as by the co-developer of the world’s first practical
atomic clock Louis Essen,3 , 4 have long been deservedly consigned to the history bin. On the other hand, how muddled some matters still remain is chronicled in a somewhat polemic yet interesting 1997 book entitled Requiem für die
Spezielle Relativität.5 , 6
The present book’s several unorthodox approaches to the subject arose from
the impression that, as special relativity’s 2005 centennial symposiums unwittingly testified, the theory’s engrossing G E N E S I S —unravelling—of its underlying ‘flat spacetime’ theory, continues to be propagated in a manner oddly
reminiscent of how A M B R O S E B I E R C E ’ S Devil’s Dictionary defined E D U C A T I O N :7
“T H AT

WHICH DISCLOSES TO THE WISE AND DISGUISES FROM THE FOOL-

I S H , T H E I R L A C K O F U N D E R S TA N D I N G .”

Paradoxically, not all who deem themselves wise in the matter appear to be
aware of some of the theory’s still prevailing inconsistencies.

Less who said what, more what there is to say.

*prologue
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Special relativity’s scope
Although some relativity formulations and approaches of Austrian-born physicist Wolfgang Rindler are seriously contested both in this book as well as by
other authors, his erudite textbooks are often insightful. One example is his
apt description of the domain of special relativity:8
“Special relativity is the theory of an ideal physics referred to an ideal set
of infinitely extended gravity-free inertial frames . . . [The theory] would exist
even if light and electromagnetism were somehow eliminated from nature. It
is primarily a new theory of space and time, and only secondarily a theory of
the physics in that new space and time. . . ”

This points to a pure ‘spacetime continuum’ theory potentially compatible
even within conceivable ‘parallel’ universes.9 For purposes of clarity, in this
book we ‘evolve’ such a theory purely on a one-dimensional basis and confine
our deliberations to nongravitational special relativity—‘child’s play’ as Einstein called it, compared with its highly mathematical gravitational counterpart general relativity.

8

Wolfgang Rindler. Introduction
to Special Relativity. Oxford
Universtiy Press, 1982, 1991

9

Not necessarily ‘a fantasy’, given
the extraordinarily esoteric nature
of current speculations regarding
‘dark matter’.

The redundant 2nd postulate
A major hurdle denying a school maths literate public—and many physicists—
an achievable grasp of special relativity, is an endemic mindset known as ‘ P R E S E N T I S M ’, a legacy of Newtonian physics. The assumption that physical
phenomena must somehow be explainable from a present tense standpoint, the
subconsciously self-imposed scourge of many relativity texts even by accomplished authors, has led to relativity theory being generally introduced by a
‘forced fed’ actually superfluous imposition—postulation of the speed of light
being a limit speed. Nevertheless, and contrary to general consensus, the single assumption of cosmic spatial homogeneity (‘sameness’) as propounded in
Poincaré’s classic 1902 La Science et l’hypothèse,10 alone suffices to deduce a hypothetical finite limit speed (l).11 The theory’s core equations can then be far
more elegantly established than by the ‘normal’ path, as was realised already
in 1909 by the ill-fated Georgian born Russian physicist V L A D I M I R I G N A T O W S K I :12 , 13
“The Relativity Principle [as] set up by Albert Einstein has achieved such profound significance, both physical as well as epistemological, that it seems appropriate to reconsider its foundations and as precisely as possible examine
the consequences which produce it: firstly to get a clear picture of this principle, about which much arbitrariness prevails, and secondly to establish a
guideline for obtaining confidence in not underestimating, but also not overestimating it.”

10

Henri Poincaré. La Science et
l’hypothèse. Flammarion, Paris,
1902
11
David Mermin. Relativity Without
Light. American Journal of Physics,
52:119–124, 1984
12

Vladimir Von Ignatowski. Das
Relativitätsprinzip. Arch. Math.
Phys., 17/18:1/17, 1910
13

)the present book’s section 6.3
Ignatowski’s tragic fate and legacy
extract from Aleksander Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag Archipelago.
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Greek letter y—psi—is chosen
deliberately since it resembles a
‘crossed’ v.
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In the book’s Part I—T F O R T W O , a symmetrical chart world-lines approach
imagining that spacetime intrinsically incorporates a disparity of simultaneities increasing with velocity, leads to the heart of the matter. A mutually perceived distance-rated ‘speed of time dissimultaneity’ (‘chronosity’ y14 ) emerges
as equal to a mutually perceived time-rated ‘speed of spatial distance’ (velocity
v) divided by the square of an initially unquantified causality boundary speed l
(lambda). Mutual ‘mirage’ perceptions of length ‘contraction’ and time ‘dilation’ are consequences of this simple relationship. Their proper interpretation
as subjective perceptions rather than objective phenomena, underlines the futility of conventional ‘presentism’ approaches still frequently encountered in
the literature. A key parameter here is the ‘velchronos’ (velocity/chronosity)
angle f whose sine reflects scaled relative velocity i.e. sin f = v/l = yl.

Encountering the limit speed

15

B.C. A dual first-postulate basis
for special relativity. European
Journal of Physics, 24:301–313,
May 2003
16

B.C. An elementary firstpostulate measurement of the
cosmic limit speed. European
Journal of Physics, 25:L31–L32,
2004
17
As explained in detail in chapter
6 *Measuring the Cosmic Limit
Speed.
18

http://www.zb math.org/?q
=an%3A1046.83001
19
Correct is: q

E = mc2 /

1

v2
.
c2

20

Lev Okun. The mass versus
relativistic and rest masses. URL
http://isites.harvard.edu/
fs/docs/icb.topic1214842.
files/11lev-okun-on-mass.
pdf
21

James H Smith. Introduction to
Special Relativity. Dover, 1965,
1996

Part I I—S PA C E T I M E T R I N I T I E S uses the straightforward physically kernel velocity/chronosity relationship to immediately establish the ‘Larmor-Lorentz’
transformations as well as special relativity’s important velocity composition relationship. Using this velocity equation, a little ‘lateral thinking’ suffices to
logically identify an instance of the limit speed l—the speed of light c. Moreover, a resulting arbitrary signal speed ‘Doppler’ equation involving clocked
radar signals between a trio of relatively moving spacestations,15 , 16 yields an
actual explicit formula for measuring (at least in theory) the l/c ratio, without
having to assume that l and c are the same. This places the speed of light on a
par with now evidenced gravitational waves as an instance of the cosmic limit
speed.17 , 18 The equivalent more simple limit speed signal Doppler equation
allowed Edwin Hubble to deduce that our universe continually expands.

Isaac Newton’s 3rd law reformulated and ‘vindicated’
Ironically, as even Einstein—to little avail—emphasized in 1948, relativity’s
iconic E = Mc2 equation is actually inappropriate,19 a matter widely misunderstood even in academic circles. This is due both to the presentism mindset
as well as to dominance of the (epistemologically speaking) ill-chosen ‘relativistic mass’ concept ()section 10.2 Dropping the ‘relativistic mass’ oxymoron), aptly condemned20 by Lev Okun as “. . . a kind of pedagogical virus which
very effectively infects new generations of students and professors and shows no signs
of decline.”. Flaunted at length in a popular work by Richard Feynman whose
renowned intuition and legendary thoroughness both failed him in this matter, the anachronism’s widespread acceptance led a standard textbook21 to
wrongly conclude: “. . . ideas of momentum conservation fail [in relativity]. . . [the
correct equations] must be guessed.”

Less who said what, more what there is to say.

22 , 23 , 24 Purging

the relativistic mass misnomer also clears the path25 , 26 towards redeeming, if appropriately reformulated, the full validity of Newton’s
action/reaction principle whose role in relativity has been generally misinterpreted, as for example in 27 (page 11): “Logical as the third law is, there is a
loophole in it. . . ".
Part I I I—F O R C E , M A S S A N D E N E R G Y focuses on two sets of equations
of paramount importance. The primary acceleration relationships associate an
object’s (possibly varying) own-acceleration (a)28 in its own ever changing comoving reference frame, with the object’s retrospectively perceived acceleration
(b) of successive comoving frames’ anchored objects. Conversely, a home
frame anchored object’s perception (a) of the accelerating object then emerges.
Secondly, two also known though little appreciated ‘apocalyptic identities’,
derived using elementary calculus, crucially yield—with little further effort—
the all important generally misinterpreted force relationships. With the relativistic mass impediment discarded, Newton’s landmark yet generally wrongly
assessed third law—action equals reaction—can then be placed in an entirely
new and proper light, yielding the core E = mgc2 equation where g (Greek
p
gamma) equals 1/ 1 v2 /c2 .

*prologue
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22

Richard Feynman. Six Not So
Easy Pieces - Einstein’s Relativity,
Symmetry, and Space-Time.
Addison-Wesley, 1997
23

However appealing they may
be, Feynmann’s less philosophical
approaches (“The only sensible
way is what is the most convenient
way. . . ”), are disparaged in Lange’s
2002 book preface:
24

Marc Lange. An Introduction
to the Philosophy of Physics.
Blackwell, 2002
25

B.C. Special relativity dynamics
without a priori momentum conservation. European Journal of
Physics, 26:647–650, 2005
26

B.C. A five-fold equivalence in
special relativity one-dimensional
dynamics. European Journal of
Physics, 27:983–984, 2006
27

Bernard Schulz. Gravity from the
ground up. Cambridge University
Press, 2003
28

Traditionally mislabelled
‘proper’ acceleration.

Dormant Islamic relativistic geometry
The remainder of the book focuses on objects under fixed thrust such as a constant ‘own-acceleration’ rocket which, as it turns out, has twelve relativistic
parameters which are all functions of the velchronos angle whose sine reflects
the rocket’s scaled velocity. In 2004 the present author was surprised to discover an extraordinary connection between relativistic velocity composition in
terms of such velchronos angles, and the angles of a special category of spherical triangles. Described in the book’s Part IV—S P H E R I C A L G E O M E T RY S U R P R I S E S ,
this insight—which has its origin in 10th century Islamic spherical geometry—
permits what are to all appearances unprecedented visual insights into the
intriguing mathematics of velocity composition, relativistic acceleration and
the ‘time travel’ scenario involving an accelerating rocket (as opposed to the
29
simplistic ‘twin paradox’ case where a rocket just reverses velocity29 ).
Spending most time just ‘cruising’
on the outwards and on the return
Although uncannily resembling the early 16th century L O X O D R O M E yet
journies.
apparently unknown,30 a remarkable spherical ‘ H E M I X ’ curve traces the own30
The author is open to correction
on this.
time clock of a unit (scaled) thrust rocket whose velocity (‘velchronos’) angle
is reflected by the curve’s meridianal inclination. This truly basic geometry
plays a further profound role in the book’s final Part V I I.

Time lost and gained— À la recherche du temps perdu
31 As

two identically accelerating rockets increase in velocity, coincidentally

31

In search of lost time is a classic
novel by Marcel Proust.
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32

As judged in the home frame. A
scenario discussed in:
33
F Sears and R Brehme. Introduction to Special Relativity. Addison
Wesley, 1968
34

Dragan Redz̆ic. Note on
Dewan&Beran Bell’s spaceship
problem. Eur.J.Phys., 29:N11–9,
2008
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passing home frame observers would simultaneously record both rocket clocks
as also having identical readings. Observers coincidentally stationary with
the two rockets in each rockets’ comoving frame, would however insist that
home frame observers recorded the rocket clock at different times. What ‘happens’ if the rockets cease accelerating simultaneously,32 , 33 , 34 is analysed using
the symmetrical spacetime chart, in the ‘Time dispersal’ and ‘retro-separation’
chapter of Part V—A N O C C A M S T E E P L E C H A S E . In the shutdown frame,
first the front rocket is seen to stop, but the rear rocket continues backwards
until it slows down to a stop. Shutdown reference frame observers would
ultimately record the rockets’ own-clocks as out of synchronism i.e. as ‘time dispersed’.

The curious case of equations that did not bark in the light

35

By coincidence the asymptotic
horizon happens to be just under
one light year distant.
36

) page 122’s section The unit
own-thrust home frame ‘worldsurface’.
37
Springer reference PLUS-D15-01123, submitted August
2015. The paper was accepted
for publication in January 2016, in
Elsevier’s Results in Physics.

38

The unquestionably sincere
reviewer’s nevertheless inconsequential rhetorical question, is in
itself a reflection of how deeply this
simple fundamental radar intervals
misapprehension has remained
anchored among physicists.

39

Galileo. Le Opere di Galileo
Galilei, volume XI. Firenze, Tip. di
G. Barbera, 1900

Part V’s second chapter Two curious radar intervals, is concerned with an
extended medium comprising an infinite number of infinitesimal increments
between two rockets. All increments having fixed though possibly differing fixed own-thrust, are represented by home frame hyperbolic world-lines
which together form a single reference home frame ‘world-surface’. A notable
insight, rarely addressed, directly emerges: A rocket permanently accelerating
faster than 1g, never sees an event over a light year away—its ‘asymptotic horizon’.35
Unit thrust inter-rocket radar intervals, strangely absent in relativity textbooks, are then derived in the same chapter for identical thrust rear and front
rockets. Very significantly, B O T H I N T E RVA L P E R I O D S A C T U A L LY VA RY .36
Having diligently acknowledged a submitted paper’s37 straightforward radar
equations as “essential. . . and correct”, a mainstream research journal reviewer
however then prevaricated with a non sequitur:
“. . . the paper is based on special-relativistic equations, and therefore on the
second postulate. Imposing at the end a condition violating the second postulate will trivially lead to a contradiction, of course, but would anybody feel
compelled to accept the author’s conclusions on the basis of such reasoning ?”
38 Clearly,

relativists remain transfixed by the naive illusion that the inertial
frames limit speed principle must also apply to identical fixed thrust rockets
whose radar intervals are thereby supposed to be constant. A similar related
impasse is wide lack of awareness that what is known as Minkowski spacetime
(dealt with later in this book’s final Part V I I), is overgeneralised. Such posttruth intransigences in basic physics in the face of plain evidence to the contrary, have a four centuries old precedent: the legendary refusals by geocentric
academics in Pisa to accept Galileo’s invitation to look through his telescope.
On the demise of one of the former, the latter wryly remarked:39
“Never having wanted to see the moons of Jupiter on Earth, perhaps he’ll see
them on the way to heaven.”

Less who said what, more what there is to say.

*prologue
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A useful Gedankenexperiment
Likewise treading into normally considered general relativity physics territory, the same chapter deals with a thought experiment (‘Gedankenexperiment’)
where a rear rocket-emitted photon crosses the continuous medium’s scaled
unit thrust increments, each of which is labeled in accordance with its scaled
original launch distance l from the rear rocket and possesses a clock showing
its own-time t.

The real variables metric surface
The book’s Part V I—T H E R E L AT I V I T Y C U R AT E ’ S E G G ’s first chapter Rigor
Mortis acceleration, deals with an extended medium between two rockets,
whose individual constituent ‘increments’ have in general differing fixed thrusts.
Inter-rocket radar intervals derived for this general case immediately point
to the key equation for a special ‘ R I G O R M O RT I S ’ A C C E L E R AT I O N S C E N A R I O known in relativity as ‘rigid motion’. The subsequent chapter Two
real—Euclidean—metric own-surfaces presents a simple real variables metric
approach to this scenario whose ‘own-surface’ is visualisable—in the surprisingly simple shape of a hand-held fan. The scenario is further elaborated upon
in the context of a rigor mortis ‘gravity train’ where passengers can choose to
age differently from their co-passengers.
In hindsight, the rigor mortis scenario is not at all complicated, yet it has
been obscured in contemporary textbooks both by unnecessary mathematics
as well as by misleading ‘presentism’ formulations. The present book’s radar
approach published in 201640 is short, does not involve an obfuscating complex variables ‘metric’,41 , 42 and epitomises the quite neglected area of relativity radar physics whose surprising straightforwardness seems to have escaped the notice of relativists.

Solving the Bell’s string paradox enigma

40

B.C. Minkowski spacetime does
not apply to a homogeneously
accelerating medium. Results in
Physics, 6:31–38, January 2016
41

A historical account of
Minkowski’s contributions to
relativity theory appears in:
42

Scott Walter. Minkowski, Mathematicians, and the Mathematical
Part V I I—R O L L E R - C O A S T I N G S PA C E T I M E ’s first chapter The unit thrust mediumTheory of Relativity. Einstein
Studies, 7:45–86, 1999

own-surface answers the question first posed in 1959 and inconclusively treated
in John Bell’s 1976 paper:43
HOW

A R E I N D I V I D U A L PA RT S O F A H O M O G E N E O U S LY A C C E L E R AT I N G

EXTENDED MEDIUM

‘separated’ ?

Pondering in 2008 on this enigma and wary (and weary) of inconsistent attempts in papers claiming to have resolved the issue, the author turned to the
2004 discovered spherical geometry insights (treated in Part IV). The surprising solution emerged:44 a unit pitch helicoid generated by an accelerating point
object’s ‘hemix’ curve, a conclusion far simpler than efforts in the literature

43

John Bell. Speakable and Unspeakable in Quantum Mechanics,
chapter How to teach special
relativity (1976), pages 67–68.
Cambridge University Press, 1987

44

B.C. Bell’s twin rockets noninertial length enigma resolved by
real geometry. Results in Physics,
7:2575–2581, July 2017
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seemed to suggest possible. 45 This geometry is epitomised in the pinnacle
chapter of the book—A Relativity Cosmographicum’s real spacetime metrics.
The relativity helicoidal sextet section describes a ‘pseudo expansion’ helicoid, a
‘pseudo contraction’ helicoid and a ‘hemicoid’ own-surface which are ‘searchlight
beamed’ by a ‘distances ruled surface’ whose pivot angle represents the sine of
the medium’s home frame scaled velocity. The ‘beam’ intersects the hemicoid
along lateral helix curves crossing the respective hemices. The helices’ curved
lengths correspond to the accelerating medium’s expanding non-inertial ownlength. The surface’s ‘metric’ equation’s incompatibilty with the Minkowski
metric points to the latter’s general invalidity even in special relativity.
In the (optional) *Radar mappings from inertial home frame onto ownsurface ⌥ chapter, forwards and reverse radar trajectories are ‘mapped’ (with
the help of elaborate graphics software) from the accelerating medium’s home
frame world-surface—standard hyperbolic world-lines crossed by upwards and
downwards unit limit speed radar diagonals—onto the new real own-surface
‘hemicoid’. Crucially, as well as matching conditions for medium-timed ‘asymptotic’ photon crossing rates, trajectory path lengths metrically reflect the derived inter-rocket radar intervals exactly. A parallel here would be a backwards projection of the familiar Mercator map onto a metrically correct world
globe.

An à la carte Pandora’s box
46

Nephew of the author of the often
readapted 1907 play The Playboy
of the Western World.
47
John Lighton Synge. Relativity:
The General Theory. NorthHolland, Amsterdam, 1960

48

John Lighton Synge. Relativity:
The Special Theory. North-Holland,
Amsterdam, 1956

Just before the accelerating extended medium topic came into prominence in
the 1950s, a world-renowned Dublin physicist John Lighton Synge46 completed
two classic relativity books. In the second work47 he remonstrated narrowness
of approach among physics colleagues:
“When, in a relativistic discussion, I try to make things clearer by a spacetime
diagram, the other participants look at it with polite detachment and, after
a pause of embarrassment as if some childish indecency had been exhibited,
resume the debate in their own terms.”

Nevertheless, in his earlier book48 Synge expounded Minkowski spacetime
as kernel to special relativity without explicitly dealing with extended accelerating media—an unwitting omission common to most relativity literature
then as now. Further compounding matters, formally correct but obtuse textbook treatments of the so-called ‘rigid motion’ accelerating medium, have afforded Minkowski spacetime an unwarranted general justification, with fatal
results for the theory of extended media in relativity physics. Minkowski’s
pseudo-Euclidean postulated—à la carte—metric is not only inapplicable in
general relativity (as occasionally acknowledged), where an extended accelerating medium is concerned it is valid only for the so-called ‘rigid motion’ case.

45

As proven a
pendix of the
in Physics pa
ometry establ
‘hemicoid’ sur
possible Eucl
laterally expa
and uniformly
interim curvat
earlier mentio
conditions are
with.

Less who said what, more what there is to say.
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Physicists surprised by this may wish to read the author’s 2016 and 2017 Results in Physics journal papers or the final Epilogue chapter, before proceeding
with the book.

Prevailing problems of comprehension
Notwithstanding his own succumbing to Minkowski’s overgeneralisation, Synge
himself, in the same first chapter of his special relativity book, eloquently pinpointed the presentism impediment which still today continues to obscure
several important aspects of relativity theory.
“In modern works on theoretical physics axiomatisation has been largely abandoned. Instead, the entry to a new subject is by what may be called the
"cuckoo-process". The eggs are laid, not on the bare ground to be hatched
in the clear light of Greek logic, but in the nest of another bird, where they
are warmed by the body of a foster mother, which, in the case of relativity, is
the Newtonian physics of the nineteenth century. The student is first indoctrinated with Newtonian physics, and he accepts its concepts as true to physical
reality. Then, step by step, the concepts are modified, until finally he bites off
the head of his foster mother and flies from the nest a full-fledged relativist.
This cuckoo-process follows the true order of historical development in science and it has the advantage that at every stage of the transformation the
learner has the comforting support of familiar surroundings. As each support falls away, it is replaced by another, constructed to the new pattern. But
it is confusing. The concepts of Newtonian physics interlock with one another
(e.g. force, acceleration, inertial mass and gravitational mass), and until one
has finally reviewed all Newtonian concepts, there is always present a suspicion that the same word is being used with meanings which differ with the
context. Into this void we admit at once the whole body of pure mathematics,
or at least those portions of pure mathematics which we may have occasion
to use later. Applied mathematics on the other hand is excluded, for almost all
applied mathematics deals with Newtonian physics, and the words used in
it evoke Newtonian concepts and these we are prepared to admit only singly
under scrutiny. . . .
This embargo on applied mathematics is serious,49 for it excludes the dynamics
of particles and rigid bodies, celestial mechanics, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian methods, hydrodynamics, elasticity and electrodynamics.
The trouble with these subjects is that they all involve the Newtonian concept
of time, and that . . . is one of those Newtonian concepts which we shall not
take over into relativity.”

The present book’s chapters 8–17 deal with the dynamics topic in an epistemologically and analytically unambiguous manner, as already partly described in 2005 and 2006 European Journal of Physics papers. ‘Rigid motion’,
discussed at length in a 2016 Results in Physics paper, is treated in chapters 18
and 19. The ‘elasticity’ issue, expounded in the 2017 sequel paper in the same
journal, is addressed in chapters 20–26.

Figure 3: John Lighton Synge,
1897-1995 Irish physicist

49

Underlinings by the present
author.
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The following main initial chapter of the book explains how, by envisaging
right from the start that T I M E M I G H T P O S S I B LY B E D I F F E R E N T LY S H A R E D ,
much of the ‘trouble’ referred to by Synge can simply be bypassed.

